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Welcome
The V&A/RCA History of Design Programme
(including MA, MPhil and PhD pathways)
is internationally recognised as the
leading centre of postgraduate study
in the field of Design and Material
Culture studies. The V&A/RCA History of
Design team have long been pioneers in
developing object-focused study, within
a broad theoretical, methodological and
historical framework. The Programme is
at the cutting edge of the field because
it considers the material as well as the
increasingly important immaterial world,
and because it looks at design not merely
as product but also as practice.

This brochure outlines the philosophy
and basic structure of the course and
provides answers for all the ‘frequently
asked questions’ we hear from candidates
at our open days and at interview. It
also visualises the immense richness
and diversity of the course through a
remarkable collage of objects and images
directly relating to last year’s student and
staff activity.

For nearly 35 years, the Programme
has been jointly run by two world class
centres of scholarship and creative
excellence, the Victoria and Albert
Museum (V&A) and the Royal College of
Art (RCA). This unique partnership offers
the opportunity to pursue postgraduate
study in the context of one of the world’s
outstanding museum collections.
The MA is a full-time two-year course.
Combining ambitious, rigorous and
cutting edge scholarly approaches with
a first-hand understanding of objects, in
addition to myriad opportunities to put
scholarship into practice, the Programme
is ideally suited to prepare students for
the increasingly diverse and flexible
professional portfolio that is demanded
today for academic, media, design,
curatorial and heritage sectors alike. Our
alumni have taken up significant posts all
over the world in all these fields.
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Stained-glass panel, France, 1634, V&A: C.112-1934 © Victoria and Albert Museum, London
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What Is the History of Design
Programme?
Key Facts

Our Programme Philosophy

• The V&A/RCA Programme in History
of Design was started in 1982 and was
the first academic course in the world
dedicated to the subject.
• It is internationally recognised as the
leading centre for postgraduate study in
history of design and material culture.
• The Programme is shared by two worldclass centres of scholarship and creative
excellence.
• History of Design at the RCA is part of
the School of Humanities.
• History of Design at the V&A is part of
the Research Department.
• History of Design Programme staff and
facilities are based in both institutions.
• The Programme consists of a lively,
close-knit research community of over
50 MA students across 2 years and 22
research students.

We are dedicated to:

Caterina Tiezzi, MA graduate 2014
The History of Design Programme is run in
conjunction with the V&A and combines the
best of both worlds. The RCA offered contact
with students and professors passionate about
their subject of study, while the V&A offered
the possibility of being immersed within a
leading art and design museum. It was
captivating because of its mission and ability
to nurture future researchers and thinkers in a
wide range of subjects and specialisms
encompassed under the term ‘design’.
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History of Design students at the Clothworkers’ Centre for the Study and Conservation of Textiles and Fashion

• Supporting the study of design, material
culture and the decorative arts from
the fifteenth century to the present
day across global geographies; not
only through teaching to our own
specialisms, but also by generous
augmentation of the student experience
with external academic expertise.
• Developing object-focused study, within
a broad theoretical, methodological and
historical framework.
• Exploring the increasingly important
digital and immaterial world and
considering design not merely as
product but also as practice.
• Encouraging students to be
independent and critically-minded
researchers who will make a valuable
contribution to the discipline and the
wider world of design cultures.
• Giving students the opportunity to
develop a scholarly and professional
profile that will rank highly in the world
of work.
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Who Are Our Students?
Students on the V&A/RCA Programme
in History of Design come from a very
wide range of academic, professional and
practice backgrounds. They join the
Programme at varying stages in their
academic and professional careers. Some
come straight from undergraduate study,
others from established careers, often
as mature students. The richness of the
Programme benefits enormously from
the diversity of student knowledge,
skills and academic backgrounds that it
brings together.

Current students have the
following academic and
professional backgrounds:
Academic Backgrounds
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

English Literature
Philosophy
History
Archaeology and Anthropology
Art History
Fine Art
Ceramics and Glass Design
Sculpture
Theatre Design
Textile Design

Professional & Practice Backgrounds
Swati Venkat, MA graduate 2014
As an international student with a
background in design practice, this
Programme has given me fresh eyes with
which to appreciate the very meaning and
purpose of design. The diversity brought to
the course by its students and staff and the
emphasis on collective engagement ensured
that I never lacked for intellectual
stimulation.
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Study trip to the Missoni Factory in Sumirago, Italy

Dorothy Armstrong, MA graduate 2014
After a 20 year career in the City and three
children, I became a student again. I had
studied English at Cambridge in the 1970s,
and in 2011 joined the School of Oriental and
African Studies, where I studied for a
postgraduate diploma in Islamic Art. From
there I moved to the V&A/RCA MA in History
of Design. The MA course was as intense as
my professional life had been (and required
the same amount of juggling) but the
freedom to work very hard on subjects of my
own choosing, rather than on an external
agenda, felt like a privilege.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jeweller
Event producer
Illustrator and writer
Museum researcher
Curator
Costume designer for TV and Film
Project assistant, Ministry of Culture in
Luxembourg
• Publishing
• City professional
Students for the course come from all
over the world; for example the 2014-16
cohort come from China, France, Germany,
India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Spain, Thailand,
Turkey and the USA.
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What Do Students Learn and Do?
MA History of Design is a full-time twoyear course, combining a rigorous, rich
and vibrant taught programme with
exceptional opportunities for original
research, including in the second year a
30,000-word dissertation. MPhil and PhD
students are part of the Royal College of
Art’s lively research community. These
students usually have an MA in a related
discipline, or have an appropriate level of
professional experience in a relevant field.

Students in the first year:
• Participate in a programme of study that
includes shared conceptual and skills
courses and specialist strand teaching.
• Receive formal teaching three days a
week (though more in the first few
weeks of term).
• Teaching is delivered through a
combination of seminars, individual
tutorials and study visits.
• Complete student-led research time
two days a week.
• Produce one long essay and work-inprogress presentation per term.

Annabel Sheen, first-year MA student
In our five days, with the assistance of our
(very efficient) tour guides, we were able to
absorb the distinct character of Istanbul, a
city once the capital of the East, which
understood the definition of cosmopolitan a
thousand years before London became a hub
in the West. The tours organised by our
tutors unconventionally omitted mandatory
visits to Hagia Sofia or the Blue Mosque.
Instead, we were led on a series of tours that
demonstrated the shifting landscape of the
city. We saw traditional wooden houses
being replaced by plastic facades of wood,
the dominant style of ‘Ottoman Rococo’,
which was overtaken by a nationalist Islamic
revival style, and the sudden gentrification of
what was once a desolate industrial district.
Colleen McGonegle, first-year MA student
Work-in-progress seminars are always
fascinating. It is interesting to hear what
other students on the course are researching.
There is extensive variety in the topics and
ideas that are being presented and the
opportunity to hear both their research and
the feedback that comes from both peers
and tutors is a wonderful experience.

Ellen Rivers, first-year MA student
One of the most useful things about the first
few weeks is that the students are introduced
to the plethora of resources available to them
in London. A day is dedicated to a walking
tour of the major academic libraries in
London. V&A/RCA History of Design students
enjoy access to a broad range of libraries in
London including those of other universities.
To be shown the range and diversity of
libraries that are available to students of the
course early on in the term is a twofold
blessing as it not only makes you aware of
the fantastic resources open to you, but also
helps to orientate yourself in a city that is
unfamiliar to many of the new students.
Miriam Phelam, first-year MA student
For first year students, visits to Milan’s
museums, universities, factories, and shops
offered the opportunity to explore the
cultural, aesthetic, technological and social
contexts for Milanese design and to critically
evaluate to what extent Milan held its unique
position in national and international myth.

The programme also provides:
• UK site visits to look at architecture,
collections, museums, archives and
craft/design studios.
• At least one fully funded overseas
field trip in Year One. Previous visits
have included Amsterdam, Barcelona,
Budapest, Florence, India, Istanbul,
Lisbon, Milan, Prague, Tallinn and Vienna.
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V&A tutor Spike Sweeting teaching History of Design students at Ironbridge Gorge, Coalbrookdale
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Examples of first-year student projects
1

Harriette Lane
Decorative Science

investigations led to discussions about ideas
of the pastoral and the role such notions
played in the lives of eighteenth-century
elite women.

My first-term research considered the
V&A’s only armillary sphere: an eighteenthStomacher, France, c. 1750, V&A: T.68-1947 © Victoria
and Albert Museum, London.
century, highly decorative and supposedly
scientific object. Close examination of
its materiality led me to possible makers, 4 Annabel Sheen
Locating the Long Gallery: An Enquiry
the scientific enlightenment, eighteenthinto the Missing Place of the Country
century sociability and the importance
House in the History of the Museum
for gentlemen to appear fashionably
knowledgeable, even if this meant the
triumph of style over substance, as with the My second-term essay explored the
development of the long gallery from a
V&A’s armillary sphere.
corridor to a space for displaying art. Looking
Armillary sphere, England, c. 1750, V&A: W.36-1938 ©
at comparative spaces, such as studioli and
Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
princely galleries, in relation to the history of
2 Emily Foxen
the museum, I uncovered the long gallery’s
underplayed role by fully engaging with
Under the Protection of Mary:
what it tells us about early modern public
Italian Cuirass
and private display.
The armour I studied during the first term
Drawing of the gallery at Syon House, Robert Adam,
1763–73, V&A: E.1063-1940 © Victoria and Albert
proved to be an incredibly multifaceted
Museum, London.
object, incorporating industry, science,
fashion, politics and religion. This cuirass’s
5 Zara Arshad
owner remains a mystery, but its ornate
Dismantling the City Walls and Gates
scrolling and religious imagery, as well as
of Beijing, 1911-1965
tell-tale signs of adaptation to a new body,
generated questions about its purpose and
use, placing it at the heart of the sixteenth- My second-term project traced the material
and immaterial design changes situated
century French Wars of Religion.
within and around the city walls and gates
Cuirass, Italy, c. 1620, V&A: 5778&A-1859 © Victoria and
that physically demarcated Beijing at the
Albert Museum, London.
beginning of the Republic of China. This topic
was of personal interest, being motivated by
3 Colleen McGonegle
my own lived experiences of contemporary
Straw Stomacher or Pastoral Longings
Beijing, and allowed me to traverse China’s
of the Eighteenth Century
architectural histories and explore the unique
nature of Chinese modernism.
My first-term essay considered a stomacher,
Qianmen (Qian Gate), Beijing, 2010 © Zara Arshad.
decorated with straw splints embroidered
in place with silk and silver thread. My
12
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6 Georgia Newmarch
Designing Change: The Decimalisation
of Britain’s Currency, 1966-1971

10

My second-term essay explored the advent
of decimal coinage in Britain, showing
how these radical changes in the late
1960s caused huge misunderstandings of
larger economic ideas. Discussions around
decimalisation are still relevant, as the coins
adopted then impact on the payments and
transactions we make, with wider historical
concerns mirrored in debates about the
adoption of the Euro.
Snip Snap, decimal currency card game, England, 1968,
V&A: MISC.213-1991 © Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
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Sophie Farrelly
Writing Cabinet, Made and Designed
by Kenton & Company and Ernest
Gimson in 1891

My first-term essay focused on a writing
cabinet designed by Ernest Gimson. I was
excited to research a product made by a
company with Arts and Crafts-inspired
ideals that has not received the critical
attention of better-known companies, most
notably Morris & Company. This gap in the
scholarship can, perhaps, be explained by
Kenton & Company’s ultimate failure.

England. My essay explored how innovative
shapes for porcelain were needed to serve
new luxury foods, such as asparagus.
Further, the server led me to investigate
the history of William Duesbury’s porcelain
factory and its place within the English
ceramics industry.
Asparagus tray, made by William Duesbury & Co.,
Derby, 1770-80, V&A: C.129-1916 © Victoria and Albert
Museum, London.
Miranda Vane was joint recipient of The Clive
Wainwright Memorial Prize for best overall
performance in the first year.

9 Maxwell Maisey-Curtis
The Sands of Time: A Look at the Early
Modern Period through the Use of ‘Time’
My first-term essay concerned four hand
blown sandglasses. The glass parts were
traded all over Europe, but the frames and
brass joints, which measured time, were
probably applied in Italy. Close study of the
object showed how it was used to divide
time into segments, leading me to approach
time, not as an absolute concept, but rather
as historically and socially contingent.
Sandglass, Italy, late 16th century, V&A: 82-1880 ©
Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
Maxwell Maisey-Curtis was a joint recipient of the
Gillian Naylor Essay Prize in Memory of Tom Naylor for
the best first-term essay.

Writing cabinet, designed by Ernest Gimson and made
by Kenton & Company, 1891, V&A: CIRC. 404:1 to
4-1964 © Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
Sophie Farrelly was a joint recipient of the Gillian
Naylor Essay Prize in Memory of Tom Naylor for the
best first-term essay.

8 Miranda Vane
An Analysis of an Eighteenth-Century
English Porcelain Asparagus Server
My first-term project focused on a Derby
porcelain asparagus server and its role
in representing different kinds of taste
and manners in late eighteenth-century
17

10 Dario Zorza
Ice Glass Goblet: Glassmaking in Venice
from Production to Consumption
Venetian glass production has always been
surrounded by an aura of myth. My firstterm essay concerned an ice glass goblet.
The concentration of techniques applied
to this single object, its peculiar shape, as
well as the difficulty of its production and
the secrecy surrounding the composition of
the glass offered starting points for a broad
investigation of glass from production to
final consumption.
Ice Glass Goblet, Venice (probably), 17th century, V&A:
566-1903 © Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
Dario Zorza was joint recipient of The Clive
Wainwright Memorial Prize for best overall
performance in the first year.

11 Magnus Copps
Bearing Witness: A Nottingham
Stoneware ‘Bear Jug’ and Popular
Recreation in Eighteenth-Century
England

12 Ellen Rivers
A Question of Use, Practical and
Spiritual: The V&A Winder as a
Material Embodiment of Early Modern
Ideals of Protestant Women in the
Home
My first project concerned an object
described in the V&A catalogue as a
winder for spun thread. With little specific
information on the object available, it
provided a wonderful opportunity to
consider the potential of objects as
source material. Investigations of form
and decoration led me to explore the
place and significance of this object for
contemporaries, and the way in which, both
as tool and as gift, it served to underpin
Protestant notions of the household.
Winder, England, 1580, probably pear wood, carved,
V&A: W.21-1954 © Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

I studied a Nottingham stoneware bear jug
in the first term. These jugs were produced
at a time when, historians argue, bear
baiting was falling out of fashion. My study
challenged this view, showing how urban
elite perceptions of bear baiting shifted
in the eighteenth century from violent
bloodsport to a rural comic spectacle,
demonstrating the increased conceptual
distance between urban and rural cultures.
Beer jug in the shape of a bear, late 18th century, V&A:
3690&A-1901. © Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
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Metalwork curator Angus Patterson leading an object-handling session at the V&A (top); students watching a
demonstration at Coalbrookdale Museum of Iron (bottom).
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Students in the second year:
• Conduct their independent research
project, leading to major 30,000-word
dissertation.
• Receive regular tutorials with two
assigned supervisors.
• Prepare two work-in-progress
presentations (final one to invited,
specialist commentator).
• Attend a series of professional practice
and skill enhancement seminars.
• Curate final degree show at the Royal
College of Art.
• Organise a public symposium at the V&A.

Graduating students present at their symposium in the Lydia and Manfred Gorvy Lecture Theatre at the V&A (top);
guests enjoying refreshments in the V&A’s Silver Galleries (bottom).
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Annie Thwaite, MA graduate 2014
During the last few months of the dissertation
process, the need for a quiet and focused
workspace becomes more apparent – and so
too does the support of your fellow course
mates. Friends and family alike sustained us
during our work, yet the camaraderie across
the whole course was also invaluable. People
naturally work best in different places; however
it was comforting to know that if, in the midst
of writing, we were in need of some motivation
and comfort, that coming into the V&A we
would always be met with a friendly face
– whether it was a fellow student, our course
administrator Katrina Royall, or our tutors.
Hollie Chung, MA graduate 2014
The RCA Graduate Show presents an
opportunity for graduating students to
showcase their final pieces within their
respective schools. For History of Design,
whose final piece equivalent is a 30,000word dissertation, the issue of exhibiting our
work poses a stimulating challenge. This year
we opted for an object-based display, where
we asked each student to submit an object,
which was either directly, or abstractly,
representative of his or her dissertation
topic. The process of putting together the
show itself was at times a challenging one;
working towards a stimulating exhibition
concept and negotiating deadlines,
collaborating with a great range of people,
both within the MA Programme and at the
Royal College of Art, kept the project moving
in unexpected but promising directions.
Much of the show’s planning and execution
started after dissertation hand-in, which
made the experience an immersive and
enjoyable way to say goodbye to the course,
and showcase our tremendous efforts.
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Abstracts for second-year dissertations

1

1

Swati Venkat
This form of disposability is nothing new,
and this dissertation establishes an early
Reinventing the Wheel: Technologies
in Gandhi’s Khadi Movement 1917-1935 history of the phenomenon. Charting the
creation and consumption of the product, I
Through reading popular efforts at argue that it is the material aspect of cup
innovation and invention under Gandhi’s – paper – that needs further analysis.
direction between the years 1917-1934, my
‘Dixies Sell Themselves’, Dixie Cup Sales Brochure,
Hugh Moore Dixie Cup Collection, Special Collections,
dissertation explored the ramifications
Lafayette College Library, Easton, PA. Image courtesy of
of the uniquely ‘Gandhian theory of
Lafayette College Library, Easton, PA.
technology’ upon his practical projects of
economic reconstruction through home- 4 Jo Tierney
and village-based industries.
Designing Taste: A Re-examination of
British Printed Textiles 1830–1899
A woman dressed in khadi, spinning on a doublespindle foot-operated spinning apparatus designed by
Prabhudas Gandhi. Image from Magan Charkha, 1940,
National Gandhi Museum, New Delhi. Courtesy of
National Gandhi Museum © Swati Venkat, 2014.

2

Tania Messell
Unity in a Tangled World: The
Introduction and Development of
Corporate Identity Programmes in
France, 1950-1975

My research project examines how the
first corporate identities were developed
in France between 1950 and 1975. It
demonstrates that corporate identities
both unified the interior workings and
exterior appearance of the companies,
while also assisting the establishment of
industrial design in the country.
Merlin Gerin design manual by Gérard Guerre, 1967.
Photograph by Tania Messell, 2013, courtesy of Gérard
Guerre © Tania Messell.

3

Francesca Kubicki
‘Let Paper Do It’, Readdressing the
Disposable: A History of the Paper Cup
in The USA, 1865-1940

Paper napkins, plates and cups are throw
away items that proliferate in modern life.

22

Mass-produced printed textiles catering
for the lower and middle classes are
frequently overlooked by historians and
museums, deemed tasteless, cheap and
insignificant. Yet mass-market printed
textiles offered British working-class
consumers a mode of choice and selfexpression and were one of Britain’s main
exports for over a century. My research
re-examines the status and historical and
cultural significance of the textile-printing
industry and the goods it produced.
Printed textile samples from Edmund Potter & Co.,
1890s, Derbyshire Record Office, D1589. Photograph by
Jo Tierney, 2014, courtesy of Derbyshire Record Office
© Jo Tierney.
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5

Elizabeth Tregenza
London Before it Swung: British
Ready-to-Wear Under the Model
House Group and Fashion House
Group 1946-1965

While the 1960s are often cited as the
dawning age of London as a fashion centre,
my dissertation considered what happened
before and who laid the foundations for this
new scene. The Model House Group and
Fashion House Group were at the forefront
of the flourishing ready-to-wear industry
a decade earlier, placing importance upon
imaginative fashion presentation, public
relations and designing clothes that
combined Parisian design inspirations with
British fabrics.
Frederick Starke suit, c.1955, private collection.
Photograph by Elizabeth Tregenza © Elizabeth
Tregenza.
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6 Sophie Cope
Making Time Material: Dated Objects
in Early Modern England
My research looked at how ideas of time
were expressed in materials in early modern
England, focusing in particular on dated
objects. These objects, in some way inscribed
with a year, increased vastly in number
from the late sixteenth century. Through
analysis of contemporary ideas about
time and memory, I examined what would
motivate someone to mark their material
surroundings with a reference to time.
Wine bottle, London, 1643, V&A: C.114-1938 © Victoria
and Albert Museum, London.

7

James Haldane
Constructing the Map: Architecture,
Image and Resources in Polar Geopolitics

architectural colonisation of the North
and South Poles, in light of their strategic
locations and valuable natural resources.
I examine how architecture is brought in
to service a symbolic ‘flag’: a signifier of
ownership and control.
Halley VI research station (2013), Hugh Broughton
Architects © Antony Dubber.

8 Georgia Cherry
Defining the ‘Dark Light’: The Mediation
of X-Ray in England, 1895-c. 1906
My dissertation developed out of an interest
in the history and material culture of science
and medicine. Examining how x-ray was
interpreted, communicated and consumed
in England in the decade following its
discovery, I explored x-ray’s engagement
as a supernatural medium, a spectacular
entertainment and a diagnostic device.
G. A. Smith, The X-Rays or, The X-Ray Fiend (film still),
Archives of the British Film Institute, London © George
Albert Smith, 1897. All rights reserved. Image
reproduced with permission of the British Film
Institute.

9 Charlotte Flint
Corporeal Control: Wearable Electronic
Monitoring Devices, 1989-2013
Wearable electronic monitoring devices, as
used for punishment, rehabilitation or fitness,
are rapidly becoming a common presence in
contemporary society. This study addressed
a gap in critical scholarship by examining
these objects and the effect they have upon
the lives of the wearers.
A Secure Continuous Remote Alcohol Monitoring
(SCRAM) Bracelet, Tampa, USA, 2012 © Britton Riley.

My research explores the geopolitical
agency of buildings. Specifically, it
considers the significance of the ongoing
27

10 Hannah Lee
Skin Deep: The Materiality of Skin
Colour and the European Construction
of the ‘Other’ in the Early Modern
Mind, c. 1450-1650
Focusing on European objects, including
sculpture and jewellery, which featured
portraits of Africans, my dissertation
explored questions of ‘otherness’ and
agency. It looked at how these objects
were made and challenged the traditional
interpretation of these pieces as solely
iconographic portrayals of exoticism.
Bust of a woman, Italy, 16th century, V&A: A.4-1941 ©
Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

11 Luisa Coscarelli
Pomander and Balsambüchse - Agents
in the Material Culture of Sixteenthand Seventeenth-Century German
Medicine in the European Context
My dissertation examined the diverse
objects called ‘pomander’, focusing on
their relationship to preservative medicine.
It proposed a new way of thinking
about them, linked to a culture of health
preservation of the womb and female
fertility, thus connecting them intimately
to the female gender.
Encased Pomander, unknown maker, 1600-1700,
Europe, V&A: 849-1892 © Victoria and Albert Museum,
London.
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12 Steffi Duarte
Agents of the Struggle: Posters by the
African National Congress in Exile and
European Solidarity Movements
against South African Apartheid,
1960-90
My dissertation considered the posters
produced by the African National
Congress (ANC) in exile and by solidarity
organisations throughout Europe in the
global struggle against South African
apartheid (1960-90). New primary research
and a design history methodology located
the power of the poster in global networks,
joining a new wave of scholarship that
frames the struggle as a global and multilinked movement.
‘No to Apartheid!’, poster, London, 1985, V&A:
E.190-2011 © Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

Students doing MPhils
and PhDs:
Alongside our MA Programme, we offer
research degrees (MPhil and PhD) on a
full- or part-time basis. We are committed
to interdisciplinary research, and the
Programme affords students the opportunity
to draw on a broad range of supervisory
expertise. In addition, and as appropriate,
History of Design research students can be
co-supervised by tutors in other Programmes
at the Royal College of Art.
MPhil and PhD students:
• Enroll for full- or part-time
MPhil/PhD study
• Attend College-wide Research
Methods Course
• Have regular supervision with at least
two tutors
• Participate in regular work-in-progress
seminars
• Join and stage cross-school and crosscollege events and research initiatives
• Take part in V&A projects
Students wishing to undertake an MPhil
or PhD should contact Dr Marquard Smith,
Head of Doctoral Studies for Humanities,
in the first instance at
humanities-research@rca.ac.uk. More
information about applying for a research
degree in the School of Humanities
can be found here: www.rca.ac.uk/
humanities-research.
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Current MPhil and PhD Projects
1

Supervisors
Professor Jane Pavitt
Dr Sarah Teasley
Pamphlet, Scuola del Libro, academic year 1934-35 ©
Archivio Storico Umanitaria, Milano.

2

Miranda Clow
Insurance as a Design Practice, from
1680 to the Present

My TECHNE-funded PhD considers the
relationship between financial services
and design, using the case study of the
insurance industry in Britain since 1680.
This comparative historical study explores
how trust has been manifested in the
material products of this service industry,
with particular emphasis on printed
ephemera including advertising, handbills,
posters, forms and newspapers. It provides
an opportunity to trace, in one field, the
move from manuscript to print to digital,
and between these and other materials.
30

Supervisors
Dr Angela McShane
Monika Parrinder

Chiara Barbieri
Graphic Design and Graphic Designers
in Milan: Professional Schools, Graphic
Design Studios and In-house Graphic
Departments, 1930s-1960s

The project explores the professionalisation
of graphic design in Italy from the 1930s to
the late 1960s, and concurrently addresses
how the International Style connects
with Italian graphic design in this period.
To do so, the project focuses on design
education, design practices – as both
private graphic design studios and in-house
graphic departments – and national and
international exchange platforms and
mediation agents, including specialist
publications, exhibitions and organisations.

1

Trade card of Hope Insurance Company, John Girtin,
first quarter 19th century, V&A: E.269-1967 © Victoria
and Albert Museum, London.

3

Emily M. Orr
Dressing a New Interior: The
Development of Department Store
Display, 1880–1920

This history of the rise of the department
store in London, New York and Chicago
from 1880 to 1920 centres on the designers,
materials, technologies and methods that
accelerated the appeal and impact of
merchandise display. With a cross-Atlantic
perspective, I outline how the work of
window dressers, shop fitters and display
managers persuaded customers to not only
purchase merchandise but marvel at how it
was presented and promoted.
Supervisors
Dr Sarah Cheang
Postcard featuring Marshall Field & Company’s State
Street Aisle, c. 1908. Image courtesy of Illinois Digital
Archives.
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4 Trinny Marr
Popular Craft: Popular Science

Supervisors
Dr Christine Guth
Dr Sarah Cheang

My research is about the intertwined
relationship between science and craft.
It traces, on the one hand, how scientific
knowledge about the natural world has
been expressed through popular craft
practices, and, on the other, the role played
by craft in creating that knowledge.

Wallpaper detail, Chinese (probably Guangzhou),
c.1 725-50, V&A: E.2087A-1914 © Victoria and Albert
Museum, London.

Supervisors
Dr Sarah Cheang
Dr Christine Guth
Fabric flower of graduated petals, early 20th century,
V&A: S.818: 3-2001 © Victoria and Albert Museum,
London.

5

12

Rebecca Bell
The Centralised Object: Design and
Craft in Communist Czechoslovakia
1948-1968

This study of commemorative and
‘experimental’ objects produced under
the auspices of official craft and design
institutions sets out to explore the role of the
artist within state production in Communist
Czechoslovakia from the late 1940s to 1960s.
Supervisors
Professor Jane Pavitt
Professor David Crowley
Glass frieze by Libensky and Brychtova in the lobby of
Hotel International, Brno, 1962 © Rebecca Bell.

6 Anna Wu
Beyond Chinoiserie: Chinese Wallpaper
as Global Visual Culture.
My research examines Chinese wallpapers
of the type commonly exported to Europe
from the late seventeenth century. Made by
Chinese craftsmen ostensibly for European
and American markets they reflect multiple
cultural traditions, influences and aesthetic
preferences and provide unique insights
into the mechanisms of global cultural
exchange from the early modern period to
the present day.

7

Lauren Fried
Androgyny and Cross-Dressing in
British Pop and Performance (c.19671990): A Material History

This research project will explore ideas
of gender experimentation, namely
trans performance practices, in pop and
performance in Britain, locating and
expanding upon the V&A’s Theatre and
Performance collection. Utilising a crossdisciplinary approach, it draws from design
history, history of performance, fashion
studies and queer theory to produce a fully
rounded theoretical and material history.
Supervisors
Professor Jane Pavitt
Victoria Broackes
David Bowie by Terry O’Neill, 1974, V&A: E.315-2011 ©
Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

8 Trond Klevgaard
Mapping Funkis Typography
The project sheds light on how functionalist
typography developed in Scandinavian
countries by considering how items of print
produced by printers and typographers
relate to discussions found in trade journals,
as well as to wider political contexts and
influences received from painting, applied
art and architecture.
Supervisors
Professor Jeremy Aynsley
Professor Jane Pavitt
Professor Rick Poynor (Visiting Professor, Critical
Writing in Art & Design, RCA)
http://independent.academia.edu/TrondKlevgaard
The 1930 Stockholm Exhibition at night. Photograph
by Gustav W Cronquist, 1930, courtesy of
Arkitekturmuseet, Stockholm © Arkitekturmuseet.
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9 Maria Alessandra Chessa
The Silent Revolution. The Cultural and
Technological Agency of Paper
between 15th and 18th Century: A
Study across Italy and England

11 Helen Evenden
Craft, Styling, Design: The Evolution of
British Car Design

This AHRC-funded study considers
the evolving practice of car design in
The dynamic art of papermaking is Britain, mapping changes in the motor
intelligible today through the innumerable industry from the craft of coach building to
marks that make each sheet a unique the restyling of body forms, to design for mass
artefact. This research, funded by an AHRC production. The thesis records technological
Collaborative Doctoral Award, explores the and stylistic change during the period from
material quintessence of paper through 1900 until 1960, with particular emphasis
artisanal practice, and reveals papermakers’ upon the transition from two-dimensional
ingenuity according to different conditions, renderings to three-dimensional modelling.
limits and potentialities.
Supervisors
Supervisors
Dr Marta Ajmar
Dr Angela McShane
https://rca.academia.edu/MariaAlessandraChessa
Proclamation, 1602. Courtesy of the Society of Antiquaries
of London, main lib solander, box II (James I) STC 8303.

10 Catherine Guiral de Trenqualye
Pierre Faucheux’s Lines of Flight
(1950s-1990s)

Professor Dale Harrow (Dean, School of Design, RCA)
Dr Sarah Teasley
Dr Andrew Nahum (Science Museum)

Enclosed Limo, 4-50 HP Rolls-Royce ‘E’ stg., inscribed:
‘Designed for Viscountess Wimborne’, ordered 1939.
Image courtesy of Science Museum Library/Science &
Society Picture Library.

12 Emily Candela
Materialising the Atomic: Iconography
at the Interface of X-ray
Crystallography and Design in
Post-War Britain

Focusing on French graphic designer Pierre
Faucheux (1924-1999) in the wider context of
French graphic design from the early 1950s This multidisciplinary research, funded by
onwards, my research explores graphic an AHRC Collaborative Doctoral Award
design practices in relation to the surrealist between the RCA and the Science Museum,
notion of dépaysement. This tests the explores the relationship between the
hypothesis that the mutation and migrations science of X-ray crystallography (the field
of post-war French graphic design drew that investigates the architecture of atoms
lines of escape from a conventional territory in molecules) and design in post-war
framed by definitions that limited its horizon. Britain through the objects produced at the
Any idea of a territory with traditional limits, intersection of these two worlds.
Supervisors
however, suggests that conventionality is
Dr Sarah Teasley
paradoxically the reason for creativity.
Dr Peter Morris (Science Museum)
Supervisors
Professor David Crowley
Dr Sarah Teasley
https://rca.academia.edu/CatherineGuiraldeTrenqualye
Pierre Faucheux, écartelage, Quatrième portrait
harmonique de Charles Fourier, November 1965.
Courtesy of Jérôme Faucheux, Paris, 2012.
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http://www.emilycandela.co.uk
X-ray Crystallographer Kathleen Lonsdale’s model of
the structure of ice, c. 1955 © Science Museum, London.

Professional Development Programme
All MA, MPhil and PhD
students have access to:
• A programme of visiting speakers from
a variety of disciplinary backgrounds.
• Research events specific to
History of Design.
• International research workshops
that engage students with cuttingedge research and cross-disciplinary
scholarship.

V&A/RCA History of Design
students are also presented
with a wide range of
professional development
possibilities including:
• Internships with curatorial departments
and museum projects.
• Opportunities to work on exhibition
projects at the V&A, RCA and other
institutions.
• Publishing opportunities – online and in
print with specialist journals.
• Networking with a wide range of
academic, design and museum-related
professionals.

Sophie Cope, MA graduate 2014
Last year I visited Crab Tree Farm, Chicago, an
amazing private collection of early modern
decorative art, to catalogue their dated objects.
This June I went back for a week, along with
three other interns from the MA course, to help
with a project to turn that research into a book.
The dated objects were divided into categories,
and we are each responsible for researching
and writing a chapter of the book based on
these selections. Mine, for example, looks at
objects dated to commemorate life-cycle
events, whilst another student’s looks at dated
loyal objects. The project will continue next
year, when another three interns will get the
wonderful opportunity to visit Crab Tree Farm
and write their own chapters for the book,
scheduled for publication in 2017.
Francesca Kubicki, MA graduate 2014
From August to December each year one lucky
second year student is able to undertake
research in New York with the Bard Graduate
Centre: Decorative Arts, Design History,
Material Culture. This year I was the fortunate
student and spent the ‘fall’ in the Big Apple.
Staying in their student accommodation – this
is no British style halls – you are in the centre of
the city, surrounded by museums, with MoMA
a short walk away and ‘the Met’ just across
Central Park. I was welcomed into the small
vibrant community at Bard, taking advantage
of their fantastic facilities and making great
friends. I was fearful that I might get a bit
lonely but the evenings are filled with talks and
events offering food for thought about your
research, and a chance to touch base with staff
and other students. The scholarship offered the
opportunity for access to primary material not
available in Britain, critically shaping my project
but vitally it offered a chance for immersion in
American culture. Hygienic preoccupations – a
central aspect of my research – greeted me at
every turn, whether it was offers of sanitary gel
or MTA staff scrubbing subway platforms.
Suddenly the early twentieth-century sanitary
obsession seemed a lot more tangible.
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Who Teaches on the History of
Design Programme?
Students are taught by a dedicated team
of course tutors at the V&A and RCA, who
work alongside visiting lecturers, design
professionals and museum curators to
deliver a dynamic, innovative, intellectually
rigorous programme of study.

The Programme Team are:
Heads of Programme:
Dr Sarah Teasley, Head of History
of Design (RCA)
Dr Marta Ajmar, Head of Postgraduate
Programmes (V&A)
Specialism Heads:
Hard at work in the History of Design Library at the V&A

Dr Sarah Cheang, Modern and
Contemporary (RCA)
Dr Christine Guth, Asian, Early Modern
to Contemporary (V&A/RCA)
Dr Angela McShane, Renaissance and
Early Modern (V&A)
Programme Tutors:
Dr Simona Valeriani, 1st Year Tutor (V&A)
Dr Livia Rezende, 2nd Year Tutor (RCA)
Spike Sweeting, Programme Tutor (V&A)
Dr Shehnaz Suterwalla, Programme
Tutor (RCA)
Professor Jane Pavitt (Dean, School of
Humanities, RCA)
Administrators:
Matthew Maslin (RCA)
Katrina Royall (V&A)
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In 2013/14, visiting lecturers
from a range of disciplinary
backgrounds offered specialist
seminars and workshops:
• Professor Joanne Bailey, Oxford Brookes
University
• Professor Francesca Bray, University of
Edinburgh
• Dr Christina Dondi, University of Oxford
• Nigel Jeffries, Museum of London
Archaeology
• Dr James Kneale
• Professor Peter Kornicki, University of
Cambridge
• Dr Angus Lockyear, SOAS
• Dr François Quiviger, The Warburg Institute
• Professor Giorgio Riello, University of
Warwick

In previous years students
have received teaching from
scholars including:
• Professor Ludmilla Jordanova, Durham
University
• Professor Dana Leibsohn,
Smith College, USA
• Dr Nicolette Makovicky, University of
Oxford
• Dr Alexander Marr, University of
Cambridge
• Professor Miles Ogborn, Queen Mary
University of London
• Professor Lissa L. Roberts, University of
Twente, the Netherlands
• Professor Pamela Smith, Columbia
University, USA
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1

Dr Marta Ajmar

I head the History of Design Programme
at the V&A and am co-PI for the new
V&A Research Institute Pilot Project,
generously supported by the Andrew
W. Mellon Foundation. My current book
project concentrates on questions of
artisanal practice, materiality and the
epistemology of materials, proposing
a re-assessment of the understanding
and global connections of the so-called
‘mechanical arts’ in the Renaissance.
MA courses taught: Material Cultures of the
Renaissance, Introduction to the Collections, Key
Concepts, Research Methods and the Robert H. Smith
Renaissance Sculpture in Context workshops.
http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/m/
marta-ajmar-biography/
Box, Granada, Spain, 1400-50, V&A: 270-1895 ©
Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

3

Dr Angela McShane

I am a social and cultural historian broadly
interested in the material culture of the
everyday in early modern England. I
research popular music and politics, and the
material culture of drinking. Until 2016 I am
a Co-Investigator leading the material and
visual culture strands of a major research
and database project jointly funded by the
ESRC and AHRC, on Intoxicants and Early
Modernity 1550 – 1750.
MA courses taught: Cultural Contexts, Cultures of Cool
in Early Modern England
http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/a/
angela-mcshane-biography/
Le Roi Boit, engraving on paper, 1751 © Private
Collection.

4 Dr Sarah Cheang

My teaching and research interests reflect
my passion and commitment to the
I head the History of Design Programme broadening of curricula to include the
at the Royal College of Art. My research study of non-Western art and design, and
combines case studies from furniture embodied feminine responses to material
and industrial design and manufacturing culture. I have two separate monographs
with methods from the history of design, in preparation: Sinophilia and Fashion and
history of science and technology and Ethnicity. This current research explores
design research to explore broader issues in histories of cross-cultural identity, fashion,
design, society and technology today. I am the body and material culture. I also run
particularly interested in industrial policy, the AHRC network project Fashion and
its implementation and experience in the Translation: Britain, Japan, China, Korea.
everyday, and in how design mediates, shapes
MA courses taught: Global Fashion: Histories and
Theories
and reflects our relationship to technology.

2

Dr Sarah Teasley

MA courses taught: The Sociology and History of
Technology
http://www.rca.ac.uk/more/staff/dr-sarah-teasley/
Twitter: @sarah_teasley
Design Recycle shop and awareness-raising event at
Yamagata Manabi-Kan MONO SCHOOL, Yamagata-shi,
Japan, December 2012 © Sarah Teasley.
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http://www.rca.ac.uk/more/staff/dr-sarah-cheang/

Lombardi & Co, Guy Little Theatrical photograph, Clara
Jecks in Chinese Dress, 1892, V&A: S.148:662-2007 ©
Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
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5

Dr Christine Guth

The focus of my current research is materials,
making and meaning in early modern Japan, a
topic that grows out of my teaching.
MA courses taught: The Material Cultures of Early
Modern Asia and The Everyday in Modern Asia.
http://www.rca.ac.uk/more/staff/dr-christine-guth/
Inro made of lacquer over shagreen, 2.5 cm, British
Museum 1937,0217.11 © Trustees of the British Museum.

6 Dr Simona Valeriani
My research relates to skill and knowledge
in early modern Europe with special
emphasis on the role played by artifacts and
physical spaces in processes of knowledge
formation, ‘storage’ and transmission. I
am particularly interested in the use of 3D
models in early modern times.
MA courses taught: Navigating the Collections,
Cultural Contexts, Technological Cultures and
Theory Therapy.
http://www.vam.ac.uk/content/articles/s/
simona-valeriani-biography/

3

The Five Orders of Architecture, model by Robert
Arnould Drais, France, c. 1780, V&A: 853-1882 © Victoria
and Albert Museum, London.

7

Dr Livia Rezende

8 Spike Sweeting
I work on the port of London in the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,
with special emphasis on the creation of
markets, both real and in the sense used
by economists, as explanatory categories.
Running parallel to those concerns, my
work considers architecture and geography,
transport and marketing processes, and
economic and critical theory.
MA courses taught: Cultural Contexts, Victorian
Domestic Interiors and Key Concepts.
https://vam.academia.edu/SpikeSweeting
A Thames Wharf, oil painting, Samuel Scott, c. 1757,
V&A: FA.249[O] © Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

9 Dr Shehnaz Suterwalla
My current research interests lie in exploring
the body and gender within scholarship on
new materialism and how this fits with
emerging debates about the post human.
MA courses taught: Key Concepts and Global Fashion:
Histories and Theories.
http://www.rca.ac.uk/more/staff/
dr-shehnaz-suterwalla/
Girl Punk, tapestry, Candace Bahouth, 1980, V&A:
T.55-1985 © Victoria and Albert Museum, London.

My research specialisms include nineteenthand twentieth-century industrial, graphic
and communication design, the study
of International Exhibitions and World’s
Fairs, and Latin American and European
Modernism and modernity.
MA courses taught: Materiality of Regency and
Victorian Domesticity, Locating Modernism, Thinking
Through Practice and Theory Therapy.
http://www.rca.ac.uk/more/staff/dr-livia-rezende/
Display made with timber from the Amazon forest
and designed as a ‘virgin forest’ display for the
Brazilian representation at the Exposition Universelle
in Paris, engraving, 1867, National Art Library: 504.G.41.
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10 Professor Jane Pavitt

12 Katrina Royall

My research expertise is in 1945 to I am V&A/RCA History of Design
contemporary design history, particularly in Postgraduate Programme Administrator for
areas that reflect my curatorial background the V&A. My main responsibilities are the
at the V&A. I was co-curator of the V&A first-year MA students and administration
exhibitions Cold War Modern: Design 1945- for the V&A side of the programme, including
70 (2008, co-curated with RCA Professor cataloguing and care of the course library. My
David Crowley) and Postmodernism: Style interests cover a broad spectrum of history,
and Subversion 1970-1990 (2011, co-curated art and design history and archaeology, with
with the V&A’s former Head of Research particular emphasis on the Second World
Dr Glenn Adamson). I am currently War, the subject of my MA dissertation. I am
developing a new project, ‘Designing the currently researching and writing about the
Welfare State’, with RCA colleagues Joe Kerr V&A during the Second World War.
and Sarah Teasley. I am Dean of the School
Photograph of workmen sandbagging immovable
objects during the Second World War, 1939-45,
of Humanities.
MA course taught: Locating Modernism

Museum archive: MA.22 (box A0046) © Victoria and
Albert Museum, London.

http://www.rca.ac.uk/more/staff/
professor-jane-pavitt/
NHS spectacles, 1955–69 © Wellcome Library, London.

11 Matthew Maslin
I joined the RCA from Birkbeck, University of
London, as History of Design administrator
in 2012. I work in conjunction with my V&A
counterpart Katrina Royall and provide
administrative support to staff and
students on the programme, as well as
advising potential applicants. I have a BA in
Business and an MA in London Studies, with
my dissertation research focusing on the
effect on Woolwich of the expansion and
subsequent closure of the Royal Arsenal.

Demonstration of flower making by Charlotte Hughes at Coalport China Museum

Prooving the 35 Ton Gun at Woolwich, Loading, Sir Luke
Fildes, England, c.1860-1927, V&A: E.536-2003 ©
Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
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What Are Our Wider Academic
Networks?
History of Design has close working
relationships with many international
institutions and other university partners.
Programme staff have been hugely
successful in securing external funding
for major research projects and actively
contribute to exhibition and gallery
projects as research consultants and
curators at the V&A and beyond.
Major collaborative research projects
supported by external funding include:
• ESRC/AHRC Research Grant, Intoxication
and Early Modernity, 1550-1750
• AHRC Network Grant, Fashion and
Translation: Britain, Japan, China, Korea
• AHRC Hit Tunes of the Seventeenth
Century and their Significance
• AHRC Centre for the Study of the
Domestic Interior
• AHRC Vienna Café Project
• AHRC CDP Doctoral Awards
Staff research and curating for V&A
exhibitions and galleries includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

At Home in Renaissance Italy
Quilts
The Art of Drinking
The Medieval and Renaissance Galleries
Korean Ceramics Galleries
Europe 1600-1800 Galleries
Cold War Modern
Postmodernism
Japan Design
and more to come …

UK Research partners include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

University College of London
Warwick University
Institute of Historical Research
London School of Economics
Cambridge University
Sheffield University
Leeds University
Queen Mary University of London
York University

Research Funding for Doctoral Study:
The RCA is also a member of TECHNE:
an AHRC-funded doctoral training
partnership. As part of this scheme, the
College will offer full-time and part-time
fully-funded AHRC PhD studentships
across a range of arts and humanities
disciplines.
Overseas Partners include:
• Bard Graduate Center, New York
• National Institute of Design, India
• Osaka University

Details from:
Trencher, Nicola da Urbino, 1533-8
© Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
The Great Wave, Hokusai, c.1831
© Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
Regaling in a Cabaret, Guilliam van Herp,
c.1800 © Wellcome Library, London.
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What Are Alumni Destinations?
History of Design alumni are an
international network, working in positions
of influence in the UK, USA, Canada, Europe,
Asia, Australia and South America. Our
graduates go on to take leading roles in
universities, research institutes, museums,
galleries, archives, journalism and other
related areas of employment.
Graduates from the last three years are already
excelling in their chosen careers. As writers,
they have written about contemporary and
historical design issues for printed and digital
platforms. As museum professionals, they
work as curators, researchers, administrators
and development managers. As doctoral
researchers, they work on a broad range of
PhD projects and receive funding either from
University funding groups or as part of AHRC
Collaborative Doctoral Partnerships.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Some recent graduate destinations
include:

•
•

• Katherine Feo Kelly (2006), PhD
University of Texas, Austin, design
writer and television producer
• Jasmine Kilburn-Toppin (2013), PhD
AHRC RCA, Postdoctoral Fellow, Paul
Mellon Centre for Studies in British Art
• Rachel King (2006), PhD AHRC
Manchester, Curator for Decorative Arts
(pre-1850), National Museum of Scotland
• Catharine Rossi (2011), PhD CDP V&A/
RCA, Senior Lecturer in Design History,
Kingston University
• Ed Town (2007), PhD CDP Sussex/
National Trust, Postdoctoral Fellow, Yale
Center for British Art
• Natasha Awais-Dean (2007), PhD CDP
Queen Mary University of London/

•
•
•
•

British Museum, Research Coordinator,
King’s College, London
Lauren Fried (2013), AHRC Collaborative
Doctoral Partnership PhD Candidate,
V&A/RCA
Alessandra Chessa (2013), AHRC
Collaborative Doctoral Partnership PhD
Candidate, V&A/RCA
Miranda Clow (2013), AHRC Techne PhD
Candidate, RCA
Anja Aronowsky Cronberg (2006), Senior
Research Fellow in Fashion Theory and
Practice, London College of Fashion
Dominique Heyse-Moore (2006),
Curator, House of Illustration, London
Jack Hinton (2002), Senior Curator,
Philadelphia Museum of Art
Mary McMahon (2011), Exhibition
Research Assistant, V&A
Polly Putnam (2006), Curator, Historic
Royal Palaces
Prue Richardson (2008), BBC Arts Producer
Matthew Storey (2006), Curator,
Historical Royal Palaces
Leanne Wierzba (2011), Winchester School
of Art/V&A Fellow in Craft and Luxury
Jennifer Wong (2012), Assistant Curator,
M+, Hong Kong
Marilyn Zapf (2011), Assistant Director,
Center for Craft Creativity and Design,
North Carolina
Elizabeth Bisley (2009), Assistant
Curator, Furniture, Textiles and Fashion
Department, V&A

Details from:
The Rest on the Flight into Egypt, relief, 1690-1700
© Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
Casablanca, sideboard, Ettore Sosstass, 1981
© Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
Forlì tile pavement, 1513-23
© Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
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How Do You Apply and
What Help Is Available?
All up-to-date fees and application
information for UK, EU and international
Students can be found on our website at
www.rca.ac.uk/apply.
V&A/RCA History of Design also offers a
number of scholarships and awards and
prizes to support individual students.
Currently these include:

PhD:
• AHRC/Techne Doctoral Training
Partnership
• AHRC Collaborative Doctoral
Partnerships
Please contact the programme to request
further information.

MA:
Fully Funded Scholarships (fees and
maintenance):
Graduating students and tutors on the steps of the Royal Albert Hall © Emily Dunn

• The Friends of the V&A Scholarship
• The Oliver Ford Trust Scholarship
Part-Scholarships:
• The Robert H. Smith Renaissance
Sculpture in Context Prize
Bursaries:
• The RCA awards bursaries to all eligible
students towards the costs of fees

Next Steps
• Open Days: November and early January
• Priority deadline for MPhil and PhD
applications: 1 December
• Priority deadline for MA applications:
mid-January
• Notified of interview: by mid-February
• Interviews: late February-March
• Applicants notified of places, bursaries
and scholarships: by end of April
• Enrolment: October

Prizes and Awards:
•
•
•
•

The Bard Exchange
The Montjoie Fund
The Clive Wainwright Memorial Prize
Gillian Naylor Essay Prize (in memory of
Tom Naylor)
• History of Design Award
• Anthony Gardner Fund
52
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Benefactors
The V&A/RCA History of Design
Postgraduate Programme is grateful
for the support provided by the following
in 2013/14:
•
•
•
•
•
•

AHRC
Anthony Gardner Fund
The Bonita Trust
Clive Wainwright Memorial Prize
Friends of the V&A
Gillian Naylor Essay Prize in Memory
of Tom Naylor
• Montjoie Fund
• Oliver Ford Trust

Credits
Editors: Dr Angela McShane and
Dr Elaine Tierney
Sub-editor: Jan Sibthorpe
Editorial assistant: Annabel Sheen
Designer: Jonas Berthod
All images © Victoria and Albert Museum,
London unless otherwise specified.
For information regarding the research in
this publication, or for further information
about the V&A/RCA History of Design
Postgraduate Programme see www.rca.ac.uk,
or contact Katrina Royall or Matthew Maslin.
k.royall@vam.ac.uk
matthew.maslin@rca.ac.uk
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History of Design students with Katrina Royall, Programme Administrator (V&A), looking down from
Castelo de São Jorge, Lisbon (top); the view below (bottom).

